Factsheet

Open Source Center

an expertise center dedicated
to free and open source software

Our expertise at your service to assist you from end to end
Present in every single layer of the information system, open source software is the next cost
reduction leverage and is boosting performance when properly handled. Being one of the
main open source software service provider, Atos’ Open Source Center brings long-lasting
solutions and proven expertise since 2003.

Your business technologists. Powering progress

Open Source software without hassle
Consulting

The Open Source Center’s experts help you
to make the right decision. Thanks to strategic
watch, technical watch and opportunities
analysis, they identify, measure, assess and
recommend the Open Source components
that suits your needs, from both technical and
financial point of view. With more than 300
software components in our scope, we provide
a real open source governance.

Implementation assistance

Our experts support you from the early stage
of the implementation and assist you in detailed
design, detailed application architectural
and technical study, definition of migration
plan, development, integration and tests,
performance tuning and deployment.

Evolutive maintenance

Our teams are able to deliver evolutive
maintenance that allows mutualized
development. Our 100% upstream policy
and our close relationship with Open Source
communities insure that your evolutions are
pushed upstream.

Training

We can provide continuous training, giving
you access to knowledge, methods and best
practices built on open source software by our
teams for almost 10 years.

Our relationship with Open Source communities
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Support

Our experts also offer technical support through
a single point of contact available 24x7 for any
problem or information request with SLAs on
acknowledgment, workaround and solving, with
either unlimited plan or pay-per-ticket billing.

Sharing our methodologies

The Open Source ecosystem being very rich,
it is mandatory to have a method to evaluate
and assess open source software, based on
requirements, on risks, and from a technical and
a functional point of view. Based on its activities
of support and technological watch, Atos
has developed a methodology named QSOS
(Qualification and Selection of Open Source
software) distributed under free license. Since
the success of this method, Atos now provides
a complete framework for organizing and
equipment of an open source governance.
Please visit drakk.github.com

“Our technologists’
expertise is available
on demand to help
you get the best from
open source and be
accompanied from
end to end.”
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For any inquiries, please visit the website: www.portaildulibre.fr
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